Equations with formal languages as unknowns using all Boolean operations and concatenation are studied. Their main properties, such as solution existence and uniqueness, are characterized by first-order formulae. It is shown that testing solution existence is Π 1 -complete, while solution uniqueness and existence of a least and of a greatest solution are all Π 2 -complete problems. The families of languages defined by components of unique, least and greatest solutions of such systems are shown to coincide with the classes of recursive, recursively enumerable and co-recursively enumerable sets, respectively.
Introduction
Equations, in which variables assume values of formal languages over a finite alphabet, the constants are formal languages as well, and the operations used are the language-theoretic operations (such as concatenation, Boolean operations, Kleene star, etc.) are known as language equations. Being a mathematical abstraction for reasoning about sets of strings, language equations naturally arise in different areas of computer science, and problems that can be formally described by language equations can be found in all kinds of applications.
Language equations were first used in connection to their most natural application: the description of syntax. The basic and the most well-known model of syntax is a context-free grammar, and Ginsburg and Rice [9] defined the semantics of these grammars by systems of equations of the form
. . .
X n = ϕ n (X 1 , . . . , X n )
where each variable X i represents an unknown language (a "nonterminal symbol" of a grammar), while each expression ϕ i is a union of concatenations of variables and singleton constants. This semantics is in many senses preferable to the Chomskian definition based on derivation: as rightfully observed by Autebert et al. [2] , a specification of the form "an instruction is. . . " is more natural than "a symbol for instruction derives. . . ". Furthermore, the approach of Ginsburg and Rice [9] can be generalized to obtain more powerful models of syntax based upon language equations, such as conjunctive grammars [17, 18] , which extend context-free grammars with an explicit conjunction operation interpreted by intersection in (*), and Boolean grammars [19] that allow the use of all propositional connectives represented by the corresponding Boolean operations on languages.
Another recurring application of language equations is representing various properties of computation. Systems of the form (*) were used to represent finite automata in an early monograph by Salomaa [21] , and Brzozowski and Leiss [5] generalized these systems to define alternation in finite automata. Later, more general equations over sets of terms, known as set constraints, were used to represent some properties of programs, and efficient algorithms for their analysis were obtained by Aiken et al. [1] . Connections between set constraints and language equations of a more general form were investigated by Charatonik [6] , who is notable for obtaining the first undecidability result for language equations.
Language equations have been adopted as a model in several applied areas of computer science. For instance, language equations with special operations on strings were used by Daley, Ibarra and Kari [8] to model recombination of genes in DNA, Yevtushenko et al. [22] applied language equations to represent component design of complex systems, and more recently Kari and Konstantinidis [13] used language equations of another form to analyze error-detection properties of a communication channel. In applied logic, Baader and Narendran [3] used finite solutions of language equations to represent unification and matching in description logic F L 0 , while Zhang [23] characterized an extension of propositional domain logic by fixed points of language equations.
Besides the research motivated by applications, some purely theoretical work in the area has been done as well. Conway [7] was the first to study a large class of systems with regular solutions, as well as to raise important questions on more general equations. Later Kari and Thierrin [14] studied equations of a simple form using generalized string operations, Leiss [16] constructed the first example of a language equation over a one-letter alphabet with a non-periodic solution, Karhumäki and Petre [12] investigated the equation XL = LX proposed by Conway [7] , while Karhumäki and Lisovik [11] were the first to consider infinite systems of language equations and to show undecidability of their basic properties.
Since language equations naturally occur whenever sets of strings are being considered, a general theory of these equations would be helpful for many applications. However, as sharply noted by Karhumäki and Petre [12] in 2003, the present knowledge on language equations amounts to "very little, or in fact almost nothing". Though some interesting results on particular kinds of equations have been obtained, no general methods of reasoning about language equations have been developed. The goal of this paper is to introduce such methods and to develop basic formal properties of equations with Boolean operations and concatenation.
As the main model, this paper adopts system of the form (*), in which the righthand sides ϕ i may contain any Boolean operations and concatenation. As shown in Section 2, these systems are as powerful as more general systems involving arbitrary equalities ϕ(X) = ψ(X) and inequalities ϕ(X) ⊆ ψ(X), and hence almost all language equations ever studied fall under this case. The next Section 3 presents technical results on encoding computations of Turing machines using language equations, which are subsequently used in all hardness arguments.
The main tool for the analysis of language equations introduced in this paper is the notion of a solution modulo a language defined in Section 4. The idea is to take a system of equations and to consider only finitely many strings, thus turning the system into a finitely manageable object. Then, applying quantification over the finite set of strings under consideration (the modulus), one can represent various properties of the system. This is used in the following Sections 5 and 6 to characterize the conditions of having a solution and having a unique solution by first-order formulae, and determine the exact undecidability levels of the corresponding decision problems. A similar study of least and greatest solutions is conducted in Section 7.
Finally, the families of languages defined by unique, least and greatest solutions of systems of language equations are considered in Section 8, where it is proved that these are exactly the recursive, the recursively enumerable (r.e.) and the corecursively enumerable sets.
Language equations
Let us begin with the basic notation of formal language theory used in the paper. An alphabet Σ is a finite nonempty set, its elements are called symbols or letters.
A string over Σ is a finite sequence w = a 1 . . . a with 0 and a i ∈ Σ, where the number is the length of the string, denoted |w|. The unique empty string of length 0 is denoted by ε. The set of all strings is denoted Σ * , and any subset of this set is called a language. The concatenation of two strings u, v ∈ Σ * is the string uv ∈ Σ * , and the concatenation of two languages K, L ⊆ Σ * is the language KL = { uv | u ∈ K, v ∈ L }. The concatenation of k copies of the same string or language is denoted by w k and L k , respectively. The Kleene star of a language
The language equations considered in this paper may use concatenation and all Boolean operations, and are constructed of expressions of the following form.
Definition 1 (Language expressions) Let Σ be an alphabet, and let X = (X 1 , . . . X n ) with n 1 be a vector of language variables. The set of expressions over Σ in variables X is defined inductively as follows:
• any constant language L 0 ⊆ Σ * is an expression; • any variable from X is an expression;
• if ϕ and ψ are expressions, then so are (ϕψ), (ϕ ∩ ψ), (ϕ ∪ ψ) and ϕ.
The concatenation in an expression is said to be linear, if for every subformula (ϕψ), either ϕ or ψ is a constant language.
It will be assumed that concatenation has a higher precedence than Boolean operations. This, in addition to associativity of concatenation, union and intersection, allows omitting some of the parentheses in the expressions. For succinctness, when a singleton constant {w} is concatenated to any expression, it will be denoted by w.
Definition 2 (Resolved system of equations) Let Σ be an alphabet. Let n 1. Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) be a vector of language variables. Let ϕ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n ) be a vector of expressions over the alphabet Σ and in variables X. Then
Besides the resolved systems defined above, one can consider unresolved systems formed of any equations ϕ(X) = ψ(X), and well as the more general inequalities ϕ(X) ⊆ ψ(X). However, it turns out that any such equations and inequalities are expressible using resolved equations. In order to impose a restriction ϕ(X) ⊆ ψ(X), it suffices to add an auxiliary variable Y and an equation
which is a contradiction unless the mentioned inclusion holds. Multiple inclusions ϕ i (X) ⊆ ψ i (X) (1 i m) can be specified in a similar way using a single auxiliary variable:
An equality ϕ(X) = ψ(X) can be expressed by two inclusions. In particular, Conway's [7] commutation equation XL = LX, where L is a constant language, can be written down as the following resolved system:
This shows that unresolved systems of relations do not provide any additional expressive power in comparison to resolved systems of equations, and without loss of generality one can restrict attention to systems as in Definition 2.
Consider the following example of a resolved system:
The system of language equations
over the alphabet Σ = {a, b} has the unique solution
If the first variable of the system is interpreted as the main variable (cf. start symbol of a context-free grammar), then the system in Example 1 specifies the language { ww | w ∈ {a, b} * }, which is a well-known non-context-free language.
Judging by this example, language equations with Boolean operations appear to be an extension of context-free grammars enriched by intersection and complementation. Indeed, a large subset of these equations define the language inductively, with the membership of longer strings in the solution determined by the membership of the shorter strings. This subclass gives rise to the family of Boolean grammars [19] , which inherit many important properties of the context-free grammars, in particular, efficient parsing algorithms.
However, the general case of these language equations turns out to have fundamentally different properties, and a much higher expressive power. The key distinction is that in general the definition of the language is not bound to be inductive, which is illustrated in the following example:
Example 2 Let Σ = {a}. The system of language equations
Note that the explicit definition of X tells absolutely nothing about X, as every language satisfies X = X. However, if X = ∅ and there is a string a ∈ X, then the equation for Y becomes a contradiction of the form "a +1 ∈ Y if and only if a +1 / ∈ Y ". So X may only be ∅, and then Y is ∅ as well.
Computations of Turing machines
An important language expressible by language equations in the inductive, "context-free" way is the language of valid accepting computations of every Turing machine T . It is defined as the set of all strings of the form w C T (w), where w is a string accepted by T , is a separator symbol, while C T (w) is a certain encoding of the computation of T on w, which is basically a concatenation of consecutive configurations of T in its computation on w.
This language was discovered by Hartmanis [10] , who proved that it is an intersection of two context-free languages, while its complement is context-free, and inferred many undecidability results for context-free grammars from this fact. The construction was later refined by Baker and Book [4] by using linear context-free grammars. This result is now standard and can formulated as follows:
Proposition 1 For every Turing machine T with an input alphabet Σ there exists an alphabet Γ disjoint with Σ and a mapping C T : L(T ) → Γ + , such that the language
where / ∈ Σ ∪ Γ, is an intersection of two linear context-free languages L 1 , L 2 ⊆ Σ * Γ * . Given T , two such linear context-free grammars can be effectively constructed.
PROOF.
[Sketch of a proof.] Let T be a Turing machine with the work alphabet V and with the set of states Q, which contains initial state q 0 , accepting state q acc and rejecting state q rej . Assume that Σ ∩ V = ∅ and { a | a ∈ Σ } ⊆ V , that is, the input symbols written on the tape are distinguished. Also assume, without loss of generality, that whenever T halts, it halts after an even number of steps. Denote its instantaneous descriptions by strings from V * QV + ; x T y means that there is a transition of T from instantaneous description x to y. Let # / ∈ V ∪ Q. Let Γ = V ∪ Q ∪ {#}. For every string w = a 1 . . . a accepted by T , define
Then the language (2) is an intersection of the following two languages over Γ∪{ }:
Note that each of these languages specifies only nested dependencies between x i , and hence both L 1 and L 2 are linear context-free. The intersection L 1 ∩ L 2 checks both sets of nested dependencies and thus equals (2). 2
The above construction requires adding new symbols to the alphabet Σ. In order to obtain more precise characterizations in the later parts of this paper, it is important to establish this statement without adding any extra symbols. Fortunately, an improved result may be inferred from Proposition 1 by encoding VALC(T ) as follows:
Lemma 1 Let T be a Turing machine over an alphabet Σ with |Σ| 2, let a, b be two distinct symbols in Σ, and let Γ, , C T and L 1 , L 2 ⊆ Σ * Γ * be as in Proposition 1. Define the homomorphism h : (Σ ∪ { } ∪ Γ) * → Σ * as a block code with respect to Γ ∪ { } (with h(s) = h(t) and |h(s)| = |h(t)| for all s, t ∈ Γ ∪ { }, s = t), and as identity on Σ (with h(c) = c for all c ∈ Σ). Then the language
. Given T , two such linear context-free grammars can be effectively constructed.
PROOF. Let L 1 , L 2 be the linear context-free languages given by Proposition 1,
It is known that every injective mapping (in particular, a code) respects intersection in the above sense. Though h is not a code, it is injective on Σ * Γ * , that is, h(u x) = h(v y) for u, v ∈ Σ * and x, y ∈ Γ * implies u = v and x = y. Indeed, if x = y, then the strings h( x) and h( y) are suffix-incomparable because h is a block code on (Γ ∪ { }) * , and hence h(u x) cannot be equal to
. These languages are linear contextfree by the closure of this language family under homomorphisms, and the corresponding grammars can be constructed from the grammars given by Proposition 1.
Remark 1 An obvious modification in the proof of Proposition 1 allows representing the following language of terminating and rejecting computations of Turing machines:
is a solution of a system if the substitution X i = L i turns every equation into an equality, that is, every string w ∈ Σ * belongs to its left-hand side if and only if it is in its right-hand side. If instead of all strings w, only strings belonging to a subset M ⊂ Σ * are considered, this defines a solution modulo M . This notion is formalized in the following definitions.
This relation is extended to vectors of languages by saying that
In particular, every two languages are equal modulo ∅. Equality modulo Σ * means equality in the ordinary sense. Obviously, equality modulo M implies equality modulo every subset of M . For every fixed M , equality modulo M is an equivalence relation.
The moduli M used throughout this paper shall be languages of the following special form:
For instance, the languages ∅, Σ with 0, and Σ * are substring-closed.
The reason for using only substring-closed moduli is that the equations may contain concatenation, and the membership of a string in the concatenation of some languages depends on the membership of its substrings in those languages. Thus the closure of the modulus under substrings is essential for the following basic property to hold:
PROOF. By the symmetry, it is enough to prove that if
The proof is a straightforward induction on the structure of ϕ.
• If ϕ = C ⊆ Σ * is a constant language, the statement is clear.
• The cases of Boolean operations are proved analogously, without using the closure of M under substrings. 2
Now the notion of a solution modulo a substring-closed language can be defined:
Definition 5 Let X = ϕ(X) be a system of equations and let M be a substring-
An important fact concerning this notion is that a vector
Therefore, there are only finitely many candidates for being solutions modulo M . This is proved as follows:
Lemma 3 Let X = ϕ(X) be a system, let M be a substring-closed language, let L and L be two vectors of languages equal modulo M . Then L is a solution of the system modulo M if and only if L is a solution of the system modulo M .
, where the first equality is by assumption, the second one holds since L is a solution modulo M , and the third one follows by Lemma 2. Therefore,
In view of this property, equality of solutions modulo some M shall always be considered in the sense of equality modulo M . This notion of equality will be used whenever a solution modulo M is said to be unique.
Let us state an obvious property of solutions modulo a language:
Proposition 2 (On nested moduli) A solution of a system X = ϕ(X) modulo some language M closed under substrings is its solution modulo every substringclosed subset of M . In particular, every solution in the ordinary sense (that is, modulo Σ * ) is a solution modulo every substring-closed language.
Besides being substring-closed, the moduli considered in the following will typically be finite. There are countably many such moduli. The reason to consider solutions modulo finite substring-closed languages is that some properties of solutions of a system may be reformulated as statements on solutions modulo languages of this form, using quantification over moduli. Consider a trivial case of such reformulation:
Proposition 3 If two languages (vectors of languages) K, L are equal modulo every finite substring-closed language M , then K = L. Equivalently, if two languages (vectors of languages) are not equal, then they are not equal modulo some finite substring-closed language.
Indeed, if K = L, then the symmetric difference K ∆ L contains some string w, and therefore K and L are not equal modulo substrings(w).
In the following, several such statements will be established for solutions of language equations. Note that directly stated properties of solutions, such as "the system X = ϕ(X) has a unique solution" are second-order formulae, as the quantification is over sets of strings. On the other hand, their reformulations through solutions modulo finite languages will be first-order formulae by definition. These first-order characterizations will form the basis of the analysis of language equations.
Existence of a solution
For some families of language equations, the question of solution existence is trivial, as there is always a solution. This is the case, for instance, for the systems of Ginsburg and Rice [9] , as well as for their generalization with intersection [18] . However, it is easy to see that a system of language equations with complementation does not necessarily have a solution: consider an equation X = X. In this section, a necessary and sufficient condition of existence of solutions is developed, which is based upon solutions modulo finite languages.
Several useful results on the relationship between solutions modulo finite languages and solutions in the ordinary sense (which may be regarded in this context as solutions modulo Σ * ) have to be proved first.
is not a solution of a system X = ϕ(X), then there exists a finite language M closed under substrings, such that L is not a solution of the system modulo M .
Equivalently, if a vector of languages L is a solution of a system X = ϕ(X) modulo every finite language M closed under substrings, then L is a solution of the system.
In order to state the next result, some new terminology has to be introduced.
Definition 6 (Extension and refutation of solutions modulo
A solution L modulo a finite substring-closed M is said to be refutable, if it is refuted modulo some finite substring-closed M ⊇ M , and unrefutable otherwise.
Consider the system in Example 2 and the modulus M = {ε}. There are two solutions modulo M : (∅, ∅) and ({ε}, ∅). The former is extendable to every M , as (∅, ∅) is a solution of the system. The other one, ({ε}, ∅), is refuted modulo M = {ε, a}, as ε ∈ X turns the equation for Y into a contradiction of the form "a ∈ Y if and only if a / ∈ Y ". Therefore, all refutable solutions modulo M are refuted modulo this M . The next lemma shows that such an M always exists:
Lemma 5 (Refutation of refutable solutions) Let X = ϕ(X) be a system of language equations and let M be a finite language closed under substrings. Then there exists a finite language M ⊇ M closed under substrings, such that all refutable solutions modulo M are refuted modulo M .
PROOF. Let L
(1) , . . . , L (m) be all refutable solutions of the system modulo M . For all i with 1 i m, let M i be a finite substring-closed language modulo which
be all solutions modulo M that coincide with L modulo M . Let us prove that at least one of these solutions modulo M must be unrefutable. 
Since L is an unrefutable solution modulo M , it is not refuted modulo M , that is, there exists a solution L modulo M , which coincides with L modulo M . Define L as the restriction of L modulo M . By the construction of the collection (5), L must be among
and thus be refuted modulo M . However, L is a witness to the contrary.
The contradiction obtained proves that one of the solutions (5) modulo M must be unrefutable. Since all (5) are extensions of L to M , it has been proved that L can be extended to an unrefutable solution modulo M . 2 The next step is to apply Lemma 6 for larger and larger languages M , and to take the limit of this process. This will lead to an extension to a solution in the ordinary sense.
Lemma 7 (Infinite extension of an unrefutable solution) Let X = ϕ(X) be a system, let M be a finite substring-closed language, let L M be an unrefutable solution modulo M . Then L M can be extended to a solution L of the system. The statement of the lemma can be reformulated without using the notion of unrefutable solution as follows: if for every finite language M ⊇ M closed under substrings the system has a solution modulo M , which coincides with L M modulo M , then the system has a solution that also coincides with L M modulo M .
PROOF. Consider any ascending sequence of nested finite moduli (each closed under substrings)
Let us show that there exists a corresponding sequence of vectors of finite languages
where every L (k) is an unrefutable solution modulo the corresponding M k , and which is componentwise increasing in the sense that
. The proof is not constructive; the existence of consecutive terms of this sequence is inductively shown.
for each i.
Having obtained the increasing sequence (6), consider its limit
and therefore L is a solution modulo every M k . It remains to show that L is a solution modulo every finite language M closed under substrings. Since the sequence {M k } ∞ k=0 is ascending and
Therefore, L is a solution of the whole system by Lemma 4. 2 Using Lemma 7, the following characterization of systems of equations that have solutions can be obtained:
Theorem 1 (Criterion of solution existence) A system has a solution if and only if it has a solution modulo every finite substring-closed language.
. . , L n ) is a solution, then it is a solution modulo every finite language closed under substrings by Proposition 2.
⇐ Let M = ∅ and consider that L M = (∅, . . . , ∅) is, trivially, a solution modulo M . Assume the system has a solution modulo every finite substring-closed language M ⊆ Σ * . Then L M is extendable to every such M , that is, L M is an unrefutable solution modulo M . Therefore, by Lemma 7, the system has a solution. 2
The condition given by Theorem 1 is actually a first order formula with one universal quantifier over a countable set. Hence, the set of systems that have at least one solution is co-recursively enumerable. The problem is hard for this class as well (that is, undecidable), which was first proved by Charatonik [6] in a different context.
Theorem 2
The set of systems of language equations with Boolean operations, linear concatenation and singleton constants that have solutions is co-RE-complete. It remains in co-RE for unrestricted concatenation and any recursive constants.
PROOF. Membership in co-RE (unrestricted concatenation, recursive constants).
The complement of the problem is accepted by a Turing machine that considers all finite moduli and accepts if the given system has no solutions modulo any M . If no such modulus is found, the machine does not terminate. Then, according to Theorem 1, the machine accepts if and only if the system has no solutions.
Co-RE-hardness (linear concatenation, singleton constants).
Reduction from the co-RE-complete Turing machine emptiness problem. Let T be any given Turing machine and construct a system of language equations X i = ϕ i (X 1 , . . . , X n ) representing the language VALC(T ). This is done according to Proposition 1: linear context-free grammars are transcribed as equations, and then intersection is used in the equation for X 1 to obtain X 1 = VALC(T ) in the unique solution. Then consider the system of equations
A system for the language VALC(T ) = {w C T (w) | T halts on w and accepts}, where w ∈ Σ * and C T (w) ∈ Γ *
The equation for Y is a contradiction unless X 1 = ∅, and therefore the system has a solution if and only if VALC(T ) = ∅, which holds if and only if L(T ) = ∅. This completes the reduction. 2
Uniqueness of a solution
In Section 5 it was proved that a system has solutions if and only if it has solutions modulo every language closed under substrings. However, it turns out that the same property does not hold with respect to the uniqueness of solution, and a system can have multiple solutions modulo every finite language, but still a unique solution.
This is demonstrated by the system in Example 2. It has the unique solution (∅, ∅). However, for every finite nonempty M ⊂ a * closed under substrings, which is of the form a = {ε, a, aa, . . . , a } for some 0, the system has exactly two solutions modulo every such M : ({a }, ∅) and (∅, ∅). Of these, the former is refuted modulo a +1 , while the latter can be extended to the modulus a +1 . Thus, in order to check the membership of a string of length in the components of the unique solution, one has to consider strings of length + 1.
This illustrates the following property of systems of language equations with a unique solution: the membership of longer strings in the solution may in fact determine the membership of shorter strings by refuting one of the alternative solutions modulo the smaller language. From Lemma 4 it is known that every "wrong" solution modulo a finite language (that is, one that is not extendable to a solution) has a refutation modulo some greater finite language, and thus if a system has a unique solution, then, for every finite M closed under substrings, all but one of the solutions modulo M should be refutable. This necessary condition of solution uniqueness is actually sufficient, and the following theorem provides a first-order characterization of systems with a unique solution similar to Theorem 1:
Theorem 3 (Criterion of solution uniqueness) A system has a unique solution if and only if for every finite language M closed under substrings there exists a finite language M ⊇ M closed under substrings, such that the system has at least one solution modulo M , and all the solutions modulo M are equal modulo M .
PROOF. ⇒ Let a system X = ϕ(X) have a unique solution L, and fix a finite substring-closed M . By Lemma 5, all refutable solutions modulo M are refuted modulo some finite superset of M ; denote it by M . L is a solution modulo M by Proposition 2; it remains to argue that all solutions modulo M must coincide modulo M .
Suppose the contrary, that there exist two solutions L and L modulo M , which are different modulo M . Let L M = L M be these solutions taken modulo M . They are not refuted modulo M , and therefore, by the choice of M and by Lemma 5, they are unrefutable. Hence, by Lemma 7, they can be extended to distinct solutions of the whole system, which contradicts the uniqueness of solution and proves the necessity claim.
⇐ Let a system X = ϕ(X) be such that for every finite modulus M closed under substrings there exists a finite modulus M ⊇ M closed under substrings, such that all solutions of the system modulo M are equal modulo M .
Suppose that the system has at least two distinct solutions,
for some finite substring-closed modulus M . By assumption, for this particular M there exists a finite modulus M ⊇ M closed under substrings, such that all solutions modulo M are equal modulo M . By Proposition 2, L and L are solutions of the system modulo M , and therefore must coincide modulo M , which yields a contradiction. 2
The necessary and sufficient condition of solution uniqueness given by Theorem 3 specifies the set of systems that have a unique solution by a first-order formula with one universal quantifier and one existential quantifier over a countable set. Therefore, the problem is in the second level of the arithmetical hierarchy, namely in Π 2 . The next theorem shows that it is complete for this class:
The set of systems of language equations with Boolean operations, linear concatenation and singleton constants that have exactly one solution is Π 2 -complete. The similar set for systems for unrestricted concatenation and any recursive constants remains in Π 2 .
PROOF. Membership in Π 2 (unrestricted concatenation).
According to Theorem 3, the uniqueness of a solution is expressed by the following first-order formula φ(w) = ∀x ∃y R(x, y, w),
where R is a recursive predicate that evaluates to true on a triple (x, y, w) if and only if (i) w is a syntactically valid description of an alphabet Σ and of a system of language equations over Σ, (ii) x and y describe two finite languages M x ⊆ M y ⊂ Σ * , each closed under substrings, (iii) the system specified by w has solutions modulo the language given by y, and all of these solutions coincide modulo the language given by x.
The correctness of this representation is given by Theorem 3, while first-order formulae of the form (7) are precisely those that form the class Π 2 .
Π 2 -hardness (linear concatenation, singleton constants). Reduction from the Turing machine universality problem, which is stated as "Given a Turing machine T over an alphabet Σ, determine whether L(T ) = Σ * " and is known to be complete for Π 2 [20, §14.8] .
Fix T , a Turing machine over an alphabet Σ. Let X i = ϕ i (X 1 , . . . , X n ) with i ∈ {1, . . . , n} be a system of language equations with a unique solution (L 1 , . . . , L n ), in which L 1 is the language VALC(T ) of valid accepting computations of T . Such a system exists and can be effectively constructed by Proposition 1. Add four more variables, Y , Z 1 , Z 2 and T , and construct the following system:
A system for the language VALC(T ) = {w C T (w) | T halts on w and accepts}, where w ∈ Σ * and C T (w) ∈ Γ * (8e)
Here the equation (8b) specifies Z 1 = Y Γ * , while the equation (8c) represents Z 2 = Σ * . Hence the equation for T implements the following two inclusions using the method (1):
The inclusion (9a) states that for every string w ∈ Σ * accepted by the Turing machine, the corresponding computation history w C T (w) must be in Y Γ * . This implies w ∈ Y , that is, every string accepted by T must be in Y . The second constraint (9b) restricts Y to subsets of Σ * . Therefore, the set of solutions of the system (8) is
Clearly, the solution of (8) This completes the reduction from the Turing machine universality problem. Since the latter is Π 2 -complete, the Π 2 -hardness of the solution uniqueness problem for systems of language equations is established. 2
Least and greatest solutions
Every system of language equations of the kind defined by Ginsburg and Rice [9] , possibly with intersection [18] , is known to have two special solutions: the least and the greatest one, which are the componentwise intersection and the componentwise union, respectively, of all solutions of the system. As the right-hand sides of such systems are monotone and continuous functions, these solutions always exist and can be obtained by fixpoint iteration starting from the vectors (∅, . . . , ∅) and (Σ * , . . . , Σ * ). However, once the use of complementation in equations is allowed, this property is lost. For instance, the system
* }, and these solutions are pairwise incomparable. Accordingly, having a least (greatest) solution is a nontrivial property of a system, which should be studied in the same way as solution uniqueness.
Let us formally introduce comparison of n-tuples of languages:
Definition 7 A partial order " " on the set of languages over an alphabet Σ is defined as K L if K ⊆ L. For each n 1, this order is extended to vectors of n languages as
Definition 8 Let X = ϕ(X) be a system of language equations. A vector L is said to be the least (greatest) solution of the system if it is a solution and for every solution L it holds that L L (L L , respectively).
Comparison of languages can also be done modulo a language M , similarly to equality modulo languages.
It is easy to note that
If K, L are incomparable modulo some M , they are incomparable modulo every superset of M .
The following analogue of Proposition 3 can be stated:
If two languages (vectors of languages) are incomparable, then they are incomparable modulo some finite substring-closed language.
PROOF. The proof of the first part is immediate: if K L, then there exists a string w ∈ K \ L, and hence K L (mod substrings(w)).
According to the first part, there exist finite
Similarly to the case of uniqueness of solution, the existence of a least (greatest) solution cannot be reduced to having a least (greatest) solution modulo every finite M . Consider the following variant of Example 2:
has a unique solution (∅, ∅), which is trivially the least and the greatest.
For each substring-closed language M = a , there are three solutions modulo
and L is refuted modulo a
+2
In this example, there is a least solution and it is the least modulo every M . On the other hand, though there is a greatest solution, there is no greatest solution modulo any M (except for M = ∅ and M = {ε}), but if one considers only unrefutable solutions modulo M , then there is always the greatest among them.
The next lemma shows that such a property holds for every system with a least (greatest) solution. Furthermore, since all refutable solutions are known to be refuted modulo some finite language by Lemma 5, this fact can be stated as follows:
Lemma 8 If a system has a least (greatest) solution L then for every finite substring-closed language M ⊂ Σ * there exists a finite substring-closed language M ⊇ M , such that L is the least (greatest, respectively) solution modulo M extendable to M .
PROOF.
Fix an arbitrary finite language M closed under substrings. By Lemma 5, there should exist a finite substring-closed language, modulo which all refutable solutions modulo M are refuted. Denote it by M . Suppose L is not the least solution modulo M extendable to M , that is, there exists a solution L modulo M with L L (mod M ). By the choice of M , L is an unrefutable modulo M , and therefore, in accordance with Lemma 7, it can be extended to a solution L of the whole system, which inherits the property L L. The latter contradicts the assumption that L is the least solution of the system. 2
The condition in Lemma 8 can be developed into the following necessary and sufficient condition of having a least or a greatest solution:
Theorem 5 (Criterion of least/greatest solutions) A system has a least (greatest) solution if and only if for every finite language M closed under substrings there exists a finite language M ⊇ M closed under substrings, such that there is the least (the greatest) among the solutions modulo M extendable to M .
Note that M in Theorem 5 need not be the language modulo which all refutable solutions modulo M are refuted. In particular, looking at Example 3, for M = a , one possible value of M is a +1 : the solutions L and L modulo M are extendable to a +1 , while the solution L modulo M is refuted modulo a +1 , and since L L , the condition of Theorem 5 is met. The modulus M = a +2 satisfies the theorem as well, and L is the unique solution modulo M extendable to this M . But even though not every modulus M in the theorem gives reliable information about the least (greatest) solution modulo M , the criterion holds as stated.
PROOF. The below proof applies to least solutions; the case of greatest solutions is proved identically.
⇒ Assuming that the system has a least solution, for every such M the corresponding M is given by Lemma 8.
⇐ Let a system X = ϕ(X) satisfy the condition written in the statement of the theorem. Consider an arbitrary ascending sequence
of finite substring-closed languages that converges to Σ * in the sense that
be the finite substring-closed language, modulo which all refutable solutions modulo M i are refuted; it is known to exist by Lemma 5.
For every such M i , by assumption, there exists a finite M i closed under substrings, such that there is the least among the solutions modulo M i that are not refuted
Let us establish the properties of the sequence {L i }.
Indeed, by its construction, L i is not refuted modulo M i (this is witnessed by L i ), while every refutable solution modulo M i is (by the choice of M i ).
Claim 2 L i is the least among unrefutable solutions modulo M i .
Suppose there is another unrefutable solution
As both L i and L i are solutions modulo M i that are not refuted modulo M i , this means that L i is not the least among such solutions, which contradicts its construction.
Since L i is the least among unrefutable solutions modulo M i , while L i+1 is an unrefutable solution modulo
On the other hand, L i , by definition, is taken modulo M i , and thus none of its components contain strings outside of
The unrefutable solution L i modulo M i is extendable to some unrefutable solution L i+1 modulo M i+1 by Lemma 6. Since L i+1 is the least among unrefutable
and since the converse inequality L i L i+1 (mod M i ) is known from Claim 3, the statement is proved.
Thus an increasing sequence of solutions modulo the languages (11) has been obtained:
where each L i is the least among unrefutable solutions modulo M i . As a monotone sequence, (12) 
It is left to prove that L is the least solution of the system. As in the case of solution uniqueness, the statement of Theorem 5 is again a Π 2 -formula, which leads to the following computational characterization:
The set of systems of language equations with Boolean operations, linear concatenation and singleton constants that have a least (greatest) solution is Π 2 -complete. It remains Π 2 -complete if concatenation is unrestricted and any recursive constants are allowed.
PROOF. Membership in Π 2 (unrestricted concatenation, recursive constants). As in the proof of Theorem 4, the property of having a least (greatest) solution is represented by the following first-order formula:
where R is true on (x, y, w) if and only if (i) w describes an alphabet Σ and a system of language equations over Σ, (ii) x and y describe finite substring-closed languages M x ⊆ M y ⊂ Σ * , (iii) the system specified by w has solutions modulo the language represented by y, and among them there is the least (the greatest, resp.) modulo the language given by x.
The correctness of this Π 2 representation is given by Theorem 5.
Π 2 -hardness (linear concatenation, singleton constants). Reduction from the Turing machine universality problem. Given a Turing machine, consider the system (8) augmented by an additional equation
Let us show that the resulting system (13, 8) 
. . , X n ) has both a least and a greatest solution if L(T ) = Σ * , and neither a least nor a greatest solution if L(T ) = Σ * .
Indeed, if L(T ) = Σ * , then (8) has the unique solution
and therefore (13, 8) has the unique solution
which is at the same time the least and the greatest.
If L(T ) = Σ * , then the set of solutions of (13, 8) is
which consists of multiple pairwise incomparable vectors of languages. This shows the correctness of the reduction and proves Π 2 -hardness. 2
Families of languages
Consider systems of language equations that have a unique, least or greatest solution. Such systems can be regarded as specifications of the components of these solutions, and every class of language equations accordingly defines a family of formal languages. The family defined by equations with union and concatenation is the family of context-free languages [9] . Equations with union, intersection and concatenation correspond to conjunctive grammars, an extension of the context-free grammars [17, 18] . Normal form theorems for these grammars show that unique, least and greatest solutions yield the same family of languages. On the other hand, for language equations with all Boolean operations and concatenation, the expressive power of unique, least and greatest solutions turns out to be different, and it will now be determined.
Theorem 7
For every alphabet Σ with |Σ| 2, the family of languages defined by components of unique solutions of systems of language equations with Boolean operations, linear concatenation and singleton constants is exactly the class of recursive sets over Σ. The same result holds for unrestricted concatenation and any recursive constants.
PROOF. The first claim is that if a system X = ϕ(X) has a unique solution, then each of its components is recursive. This is given by the following decision procedure that determines the membership of strings in the first component:
The loop for all finite moduli considers all finite substring-closed languages in any order. There are countably many of them. Since X = ϕ(X) has a unique solution, by Theorem 3, the modulus sought in the if statement will eventually be found, and therefore this algorithm always terminates. What it computes is the unique solution modulo M , which is the unique solution of the system taken modulo M . This shows that the membership of w is determined correctly.
Now consider an arbitrary recursive set L ⊆ Σ * . The task is to construct a system of language equations with a unique solution, whose first component is L. Let T be a Turing machine over Σ that halts on every input and recognizes the language L. Let a, b ∈ Σ (a = b) be a pair of distinct symbols in Σ. By Lemma 1 and Remark 1, there exist and can be effectively constructed systems of language equations X = ϕ(X) and Y = ψ(Y ) over Σ, such that the first components of their unique solutions define, respectively, the languages h(VALC(T )) and h(VALC rej (T )) of all accepting and rejecting computations of T , encoded according to Lemma 1. Construct the following system of equations:
The system for the language h(VALC(T )) = {w·h( )·h(C T (w)) | T halts on w and accepts} (15e)
The system for the language h(VALC rej (T )) = {w·h( )·h(C T (w)) | T halts on w and rejects} (15f)
The equations (15b) and (15c) specify Z · h( ) · h(Γ * ) and Z · h( ) · h(Γ * ), respectively. The equation for T implements the following two inclusions using the method (1):
Since X 1 specifies the language h(VALC(T )), (16a) means that every string accepted by T must be in Z. Similarly, Y 1 represents h(VALC rej (T )), and hence (16b) ensures that every string rejected by T in finitely many steps is not in Z. Because T halts on every input, this completely defines the membership of every w ∈ Σ in Z. That is, the system has the unique solution
where the first component is the given arbitrary recursive language. 2 Theorem 8 For every alphabet Σ with |Σ| 2, the family of languages defined by components of least (greatest) solutions of systems of language equations with Boolean operations, linear concatenation and singleton constants is exactly the family of recursively enumerable (co-recursively enumerable, respectively) sets over Σ. The same result holds for equations with unrestricted concatenation and any recursive constants.
PROOF. Let a system X = ϕ(X) has a least solution. It is sufficient to prove that the first component of this solution is an r.e. language. This is given by the following semi-algorithm that tests the membership of strings in this first component:
Given w ∈ Σ * , let M = substrings(w). For all finite moduli M ⊇ M closed under substrings:
Let L = ( L 1 , . . . , L n ) be the least solution of the system. If w / ∈ L 1 , then, since L is a solution modulo every M , the condition in the if statement will never be true, and the algorithm does not terminate. Assume w ∈ L 1 and consider the language M = substrings(w). By Lemma 8, there exists M ⊇ M , such that L L (mod M ) for every solution L modulo M . This implies, in particular, that every solution modulo M contains w in its X 1 -component. As this M will eventually be considered by the algorithm, the condition in the if statement will eventually be satisfied, and w will be accepted. Therefore, the given semi-algorithm recognizes the language L 1 .
Similarly, for any system X = ϕ(X) with a greatest solution L = ( L 1 , . . . , L n ), the languageL 1 is co-r.e., because its complement is recognized by the following semi-algorithm:
If every solution L = (L 1 , . . . , L n ) modulo M has w / ∈ L 1 , then Accept
The proof is correctness is analogous to the case of a least solution. Now consider an arbitrary Turing machine T over an alphabet Σ, with a, b ∈ Σ and a = b. By Lemma 1, there exists and can be effectively constructed a system of language equations X = ϕ(X) over Σ, such that the first component of its unique solution is the language h(VALC(T )) of all accepting computations of T , encoded over Σ using h. Construct the following new system:
X 1 = ϕ 1 (X 1 , . . . , X m ) . . .
The representability results of Theorems 7 and 8 require an alphabet of at least two letters. These results can be applied to unary languages if the alphabet is formally extended to binary; in this case the second symbol will be used in the equations for the languages of computations of Turing machines, while the first component will only contain strings over the original unary alphabet. However, if |Σ| = 1 and no auxiliary symbols are allowed, then there seems to be no obvious way to reproduce the constructions (15) and (18) . The exact expressive power of language equations over a one-letter alphabet is left as an open problem.
Conclusion
The basic tools for the analysis of language equations introduced in this paper have proved to be useful in the study of their computational properties. These new methods gave some upper bounds on the computational hardness of language equations; matching lower bounds were obtained by encoding the standard constructs of formal language theory into equations. The exact complexity of basic decision problems and complete characterizations of representable languages were thus obtained.
